
Dry brushing is one great and easy way to encourage lymph flow along our superficial lymph 
network.  This post doesn't go into detail on why lymph flow is so great for our bodies, but if 
you're interested in that information, you will definitely want to check out our next post. 

In the mean time, let's talk about dry brushing.  I'm going to talk you through my favorite way to 
dry brush, but just keep in mind, there are different options for dry brushing especially on your 
abdomen. 

Typically, recommendations for abdominal dry brushing follow those for abdominal massage, 
which is gentle massage in a clockwise fashion (start to the right of your belly button and stroke 
all the way to your left side and then down to just above your hip crease and then across to your 
right side and back up).  

In the steps below, I'm following the idea of directing lymph fluid towards either the inguinal 
lymph nodes (in our hip crease) or our axillary lymph nodes (under our arms).  

How to Dry Brush 
1. Strip naked first. 
2. Then, starting at the crease in your hip, brush in a circular motion for 8-16 times to start 

stimulating the flow of lymph in the inguinal lymph nodes. 
3. Move your brush above your knee and make upward and inward strokes towards your hip 

crease. 
4. You'll make the same kind of strokes above your knee on the back of your thigh - up and 

inward towards the inside of your leg. 
5. Pause at your knee and make 8-16 circular brush strokes on the front and back of your 

knee. 
6. Then, move your brush to your ankle and make upward strokes along the front and back 

of your lower leg towards your knee. 
7. Brush the soles of your feet lightly towards your ankle and the tops of your feet towards 

your ankle. 
8. You'll do steps 2 through 7 on both legs and then, ideally, if you have time, you'll do 

those steps in reverse (from soles of your feet up) before continuing with your dry brush 
routine. 

9. At your hips, the direction will change a bit for the upper half of your body. Below 
your belly button, stroke downwards and toward the crease in your hip on your front side. 

10. For your back below your belly button, stroke downwards from your spine towards your 
right or left inner leg crease depending on which side of the spine you’re on (if you’re 
stroking on the left side of your spine, make the strokes toward your left hip crease). 

11. Place your brush in your armpit and perform 8-16 circular swipes in each armpit to 
stimulate flow in your axillary lymph nodes. 

12. Pretend a belt is wrapped around your waist at your belly button, and you'll concentrate 
on massaging above this imaginary belt towards your underarms on both the front and 
back side of your body. 



13. At your breasts, you'll stroke from mid-breast (nipple) towards the center of your chest 
and from mid-breast towards your armpit (if this is confusing, just reference the image 
below for this area). 

14. Starting at your fingertips, brush in long strokes towards your body all the way up the 
entire length of your arm brushing towards your armpits both in front and back. 

With that, you've completed dry brushing. Dry brushing not only encourages superficial lymph 
flow, it also promotes circulation and is great for skin exfoliation.  

I love dry brushing before stepping into the shower, and I really feel this is the easiest time to 
create the habit for dry brushing. 

I'm pausing here for a great illustration showing the direction of superficial lymph flow, and you 
can use it as a guide as you follow the instructions above, and be sure to keep reading below for 
more dry brushing tips. 

 

Tips for dry brushing and manual lymph drainage 

When you’re encouraging lymph flow, light is better, so don't worry about trying to force your 
brush to make deeper or heavier strokes, just keep it light. 

You don’t have to spend a ton of time dry brushing.  A few quick and light brush strokes 
following the guidelines above is all you need.  As with most things that are good for us, 
consistency is key.  Challenge yourself to dry brush daily before showering. 



If you’re interested in dry brushing but don’t have a dry brush, you’re in luck!  We offer a vegan 
dry brush made of sisal (agave fibers) and wood. It doesn't have a handle but does have a strap. 

And, if you want to know how to perform manual lymph drainage on your neck (which 
encourages lymph flow in your face as well and is beneficial both when you’re feeling stuffed up 
and also a great trick for looking more vibrant, be sure to sign up for our newsletter because we 
have an upcoming e-guide providing step-by-step instructions complete with illustrations and a 
video releasing soon. 

And, finally, if you’re curious why supporting your lymph system is so important and want to 
find out more ways to promote lymph flow, then don’t miss our next post.  You can sign up for 
our newsletter so you’re notified immediately when that post is available to read. 

NOTE:  As with all lymph drainage techniques, dry brushing is generally safe and suitable for 
most healthy individuals, but there are times when it's contraindicated.  You can find a partial list 
of contraindications along with some reference links to explore contraindications more here. 


